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the vvc comes in a range of emulations from guitar, to bass and leads and vocals. each emulation is based on the original recording and adding the individual emulations will give you a way to step up the sonic fidelity of your signal chain. with the ability to add any channel
to your mix, the possibilities are endless. the vdd is the worlds only high quality emulation of the vox deluxe distortion. create sounds that no-one else can with slate digital's fully re-imagined vdd - now the worlds most powerful emulation of this legendary effect. vdd is a
console emulation of the vox deluxe distortion (dd). the original dd has become revered for its ability to shape any sound to your exact specifications with ease and now you can enjoy the same effect in one of the worlds most powerful emulations. the vdr is a console
emulation of the vox vampra automix. by blending the audio from 2 channels together, you can deliver a lush, punchy and transparent blend, or step up the dynamic range of your signal. vdr is a console emulation of the vox vampra automix. blend the audio from 2 channels
together for a lush, punchy and transparent blend, or step up the dynamic range of your signal using the vdr 3" monospeaker or 4" bi-amp. the vep is an emulation of the original vox emgs. step up to the plate and push out some huge processed tones in your mixes. the vep
has a processor dedicated to spread processing and an eq that leaves no stone unturned and is designed to give you a powerful and musically pleasing low and high shelving eq. this is the kind of feature that can really open up the creative process when trying to achieve
that certain special sound, and although its only available for the free virtual mix rack plugin, theres no reason it couldnt be added to other slate digital plug-ins in the future.
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i chose to test the vtc plug-ins first, as theyre the only emulations that arent in the virtual mix rack, and because the preset banks are built in the usual api 500 lunchbox format. like all of the vtc plug-ins i have tested to date, they both sound and behave exactly as i would
expect. their lack of gain staging is certainly evident, and the latency between the two channels is also noticeably lower than their respective api 500 track and mix bus equivalents. they also sound almost perfectly identical to their api 500 counterparts in terms of tonal
quality, and are just as easy to use. vcc 2.0 for windows 7, 8 and 10 adds yet another gain-staging hybrid compressor to the slate digital arsenal. like the rest of vcc 2.0, its bundled with the virtual mix rack, and is incredibly easy to use with a handful of presets already

installed. i have played around with the plug-ins in vmr, and the presets are easy to use and are fun and easy to program. i personally enjoy the clean, old-school tone of the collection, but realise that many people will be after more of a bounce or sparkle tone. the presets
are designed to be a starting point, and the effects can be modified in the same session if they are not to your liking. the virtual mix rack lets you mix between up to seven effects in each of four channels, and then sends them all to two mix buses, each with eight tracks. the

preset bank is very generous, with more than 300 factory presets, and plenty of room to add your own. if you want simple yet effective analog-like emulation then it fits the bill very well. 5ec8ef588b
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